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How to integrate the heterogeneous, autonomous models in a distributed environment,
running on Internet, integration based on multilayer federation architecture and simula-
tion resources dynamic reuse are the major difficulties for complex product collaborative
design and simulation. An extended HLA-based collaborative simulation platform for mul-
tidisciplinary collaborative design is proposed. The architecture of platform is first given.
The idea and realization of four key technologies, the dynamic creation of simulation fed-
eration based on resource management federation (RMF), HLA enabled template, collabo-
rative simulation algorithm based on stage-data synchronization and TH_RTI, an extensible
HLA runtime infrastructure (RTI), which is a web enabled RTI and can be used at Internet,
are emphasized. Finally, an industry case is given. The demonstration of these prototype
systems shows that extended HLA integration architecture is effective infrastructure for
multidisciplinary collaborative modeling and simulation (M&S).

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The design and development of a complex product are concerned with multidisciplinary knowledge and require an ap-
proach of collaboration among product development teams and organizations. The collaborative product development has
become a new paradigm for today’s engineering domain, which consists of design intent sharing, application tools integra-
tion, network supporting environment and managerial technology [1]. As a single simulation application cannot analyze the
multidisciplinary behavior of a complex product comprehensively and accurately, it is an effective means to adopt multidis-
ciplinary collaborative simulation, which combines different disciplinary models and simulation tools together, and it de-
mands the process of modeling and simulating should appreciate interoperability, reusability and validity.

High Level Architecture (HLA) is an advanced distributed simulation architecture, which can effectively integrate sub-
models in different domains together to form a complicated simulation system for simulation analysis. Several integration
architectures based on HLA have been proposed, such as static single federation structure [2], alterable single federation
structure [3] and multi-federation system structure [4,5]. However, there exist some deficiencies in HLA simulation system
[6]. For instance, HLA is not compatible with the standards and technologies in other domains; HLA-based simulation may be
blocked by firewall, which even makes simulation fail. The above deficiencies make it hard for HLA to get a deeper develop-
ment in the field of collaborative simulation of complex product design.

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is an approach to build distributed systems that deliver application functionality as
services to end-user applications or to build other services. While the SOA approach strongly reinforces well-established,
general software architecture principles such as information hiding, modularization, and separation of concerns; it also adds
. All rights reserved.
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additional themes such as service choreography, service repositories, and the service bus middleware pattern. Web services
are the technology of choice for realizing SOA. Web services, using eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and hypertext trans-
portation protocol (HTTP), represent a new distributed computing pattern, which allow applications to interact with each
other in a platform-independent and programming language-independent manner.

DMSO initiated extensible modeling and simulation framework (XMSF) to encourage application of web technologies and
open standards by M&S planners, managers, developers, users in April 2002. Applied in separate fields, both HLA and web
service provide supports for distributed M&S. Success of XMSF enlightens collaborative simulation in product design to inte-
grate them and extend their ability. Lots of problems occur in constructing a platform based on them. First the model struc-
ture and modeling process must be defined. Secondly, resources must be encapsulated as services accessed by local federate.
What’s more, the platform must be open, extensible, and scalable.

According to the characteristics of HLA simulation system and SOA system, many researches are focus on the combination
of HLA and SOA, in [7], web enabling HLA is discussed, and in [8], a framework of web service and HLA-based complex prod-
uct collaborative design is put forward.

In this paper, an extended HLA multilayer federation integration architecture (MLFIA) combined with SOA and HLA (SOH-
LA) is proposed; Firstly, we present the overall structure of MLFIA. Then, the detailed design and the implementation process
of MLFIA are discussed in detail. The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some related works about inte-
gration of HLA and SOA. Section 3 discusses the architecture of collaborative simulation platform. It is focusing on resource
management federation (RMF), HLA enabled template and collaborative simulation algorithm. Section 4 TH_RTI, an exten-
sible HLA runtime infrastructure, which can be used at Internet, are discussed in detail. Section 5 a case of multidisciplinary
collaboration simulation for the complex product design is introduced.
2. Multidisciplinary collaborative M&S technology

2.1. Soft bus technology

Many researches working on collaborative design environment have been conducted and published. The current situation
of modeling and simulation application is that many domain models already existed. It became more important to use or to
reuse existing systems and existing information in a distributed decentralized environment. As far as the collaborative mod-
eling and simulation for complex product design is concerned, distributed simulation standards are necessary approaches.
There have been many attempts for this conception in research and applications. Soft bus technology is an effective archi-
tecture that principally includes DCOM, CORBA, J2EE, and HLA/RTI.

High Level Architecture (HLA), as defined by IEEE 1516 and its runtime infrastructure (RTI) enable the interoperability
between diverse simulation systems and the reusability of legacy models, and provides a way of component based simula-
tion (CBS) and guarantees the data sharing and synchronization of simulation components. HLA satisfies many requirements
for distributed simulations e.g. time synchronization, communication between independent simulation models etc. Based on
the HLA approach, XMSF is an extended architecture to bring the distributed simulation into a new generation of web-based
modeling and simulation e.g. using XML and web services. Both HLA and web service grant supports for the implement of
collaborative design system of complex product. However, HLA-based collaborative M&S falls down in resource distribution
while web service based collaborative M&S fails in managing and scheduling simulation. Further studies are still necessary to
implemented collaborative M&S in an Internet distributed environment [9].
2.2. Integration of HLA and SOA

The HLA standard is aiming at promoting interoperability between simulations and aiding the reuse of models in different
contexts. HLA provides a common framework for the interconnecting of interacting simulations which supports plug and
play of simulation application systems, integration of legacy and new technologies, reuse of different simulation compo-
nents, design of complex simulation application systems in a distributed and collaborative manner, and easy development
of new federations [10]. The models in complex product design are generally constructed in commercial computer aided
tools. These models have their mechanism for I/O processing and mechanism of time advance. Through a HLA adaptor,
we can make the commercial and self developed software join HLA federation of a simulation application [11]. However,
HLA does have drawbacks which baffle HLA-based applications:

(1) Interoperability between RTIs is bad.
(2) HLA does not contain other middleware standards.
(3) Resources in federation are not highly distributed.
(4) Lack of security specifications.

Web service technology enables interoperation between heterogeneous systems but does not have the ability to manage
simulation. An integration of HLA and web service does extend the ability of HLA or web service and help to enable system
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integration and reusable resource sharing. Of course the integration should have its mechanisms that will be introduced here
in detail.

A set of web service API corresponds to the HLA interface specification should be developed. There are some issues as
follows should be taken into account.

(1) C/S structure and bidirectional communication: Client calls the services and gain correlative response in web services,
otherwise, information transmitting and receiving among federates is spontaneous in HLA. The communication pat-
tern is shown as Fig. 1.

(2) Data encoding: In HLA federates and RTI interact with each other directly by using the address and port specified in RID
file, it is binary format. Otherwise SOA adopt text format to exchange message. In our framework, all data use char-
acter coding format, such as FOM data, object class name, attribute name and etc. this coding pattern is intuitive and
easy to use.

(3) RTI status maintenance and holding: In HLA, RTI status holding is implemented by calling federate ambassador, other-
wise in SOHLA, federate ambassador is a resident library in web services provider. In our framework, a session ID
parameter is created in every calling, and RTI status can be maintained by server, it is similar to ‘‘cookies” in web
browser.
3. Multilayer federation integration architecture

3.1. Structure of platform

Four-layer collaborative simulation platform structure is shown in Fig. 2. This structure makes good use of current enter-
prise legacy model resources by using resource management federation (RMF). At the same time, TH_RTI, which is an ex-
tended HLA runtime infrastructure, is applied in platform. The structure contains four parts:

(1) Client layer: It is the environment of users. Users get access to simulation through browser or client software, in this
layer, our work focus on the federation portal, which is designed for user to access.

(2) Simulation federation pool layer: Our platform support multi-federation running simultaneously, all running simulation
federations form a federation pool.

(3) Resource management federation (RMF) layer: Resource includes legacy models, knowledge, simulation federates, and
software resources. There are two main functions in RMF, one is resource management, and the other is simulation
FOM dynamic creation.

(4) Communication layer: In this layer, TH_RTI is designed according to the integration of HLA and SOA, using this RTI, mul-
tidisciplinary collaborative M&S can be carried out on Internet.
3.2. Resource management federation

Because the object model templates of HLA federations are not able to be updated during the running period, the research
on a multi-federation system structure is carried out, in which RMF is presented in the platform. RMF changes original flat
structure of multiple simulation federations, and realizes the creation and execution of multiple simulation federation tasks
in the frame of HLA. RMF makes the platform keep highly consistency with HLA standard, improving the reuse efficiency of
models and supporting multi-federation task simulation running.

In the platform running period, RMF is always in existence, it controls all the other federations’ creation. RMF solves two
main problems in collaborative platform: sharing resource management and the implement of simulation FOM dynamic cre-
ation, its principle as shown in Fig. 3.

The creation of simulation task comes down to the automatic construction FOM and SOM about simulation federation;
the whole implementation construction of simulation task is as below:
Fig. 1. Communication pattern.



Fig. 2. Structure of platform.

Fig. 3. Simulation FOM dynamic creation.
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(1) Resources discover: When a node that stores models joins RMF as a federate, it should publish and subscribe some
object classes and interaction classes, a resource list will be detected.

(2) Model assembly: The simulation originatenator assembles interested models according to simulation task, defines the
mapping relationships among the models. The purpose of assembly is building SOM and FOM about the simulation
federation. Adopting base object model (BOM) [9], which is defined by federation development and execution process
(FEDEP) in IEEEStd1516.3, is the kernel of assembly. The main aim of BOM is supporting high level assembly, BOM is
intended to provide a key mechanism in facilitating interoperability, reuse and composability and support and pro-
mote reuse of simulation components and agile, rapid, and efficient development and maintenance of models as well
as their integration into operational systems or embedding real-world systems into virtual environments. Our BOM
template is shown in Fig. 4.



Fig. 4. BOM template.
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By rapidly composing and reusing the BOM-based simulation model components, the multiform federates and federation
may be constructed, which have extensible functions and controllable scale, to improve the reusability and interoperability
of the distributed simulation.

In our platform, an embedded federate BOM component is given; its principle is shown in Fig. 5. It is usually compiled
into dynamic link library (DLL).

(3) Simulation task creation: First, the core segment of federation execution data file (FED) is gained according to above
mapping relationships and FOM template; then, the core segment is sent to every node via RTI services. Finally, a
whole XML format FED file is made in node local side and simulation federation OMT dynamic deployment is
accomplished.

(4) Simulation federation running: The simulation originatenator sends a ‘‘start simulation task” interaction message and
all other nodes start corresponding model resources. It should be emphasized that we adopt the daemon threads
mechanism, it not only makes models run independently with RMF, but also be controlled by RMF.

In the implementation of RMF, class hierarchy tree, as shown in Fig. 6, is applied to describe the simulation resources. The
class hierarchy can well represent the intrinsic relations between different models. Furthermore, a special mechanism has
been designed for extending the class hierarchy tree, so that new kinds of models and information coupled with them
can be added into the simulation platform. Based on class hierarchy tree, users can customize RMF to find models which they
are interested in.
3.3. HLA enabled template

In order to combines different disciplinary models and simulation tools together, HLA enabled template is designed to
facilitate transform actions of commercial simulation models. In our HLA enabled template, custom model class, which is
user defined model class, is a kernel part. Custom model encapsulated the virtual variable and event objects so that user
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program can exchange data with other distributed models without concerning about the data mapping process. Its principle
shows in Fig. 7.

How to add HLA enabled template into original model. The principle is shown in Fig. 8. A template is implemented as a
module called ‘‘HLATEMP” under MATLAB, collaborative simulation algorithm based on stage-data synchronization is used
in it. This module can be put in original models directly. Users are able to start the edited model under MATLAB as well.

HLATEMP is implemented by using S-Function, a basic external program interface provided by Matlab, S-Function is a set
of specification and user can use it write custom module, HLATEMP is encapsulated as DLL, the details as follows.

The running process of SIMULINK model is a schedule execution and accomplished by the universal running framework
provided by Matlab. The detailed process shows in Fig. 9.

At the beginning of model operation, some initialization must be done, such as runtime interface initiation, registration of
model, workspace allocation and etc. Then the Mdlstart function is executed, it’s mainly function is to initialize state vari-
ables and conditional execution subsystem module; MdlOutPut function will be called, continuous states will be updated
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Fig. 8. HLA enabled template under Matlab.
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and outputs of model will be produced; At the meantime, MdlUpdate function will be called to update discrete states, MdlDe-
rivatives function calculates differential values of continuous states, makes the models still in running current time generate
outputs and update states. These functions are called again and again in simulation loop. The last, MdlTerminate function will
be called to terminate simulation.

Using this universal running framework, we can encapsulate RTI interface function into S-Function, the detailed packag-
ing idea shows in Fig. 10.

Using this HLA enabled template, collaborative simulation models have high universality and strong control ability to
simulation process; these characteristics are implemented through embedding federate running flow in commercial simu-
lation models running process.

It is very simply making a Matlab model into a collaborative simulation model based HLA, provided that each output port
about original model is linked to each input port about HLA enabled template. HLA enabled template is involved in model
simulation loop at the running time, using this HLA enabled template, collaborative simulation models have high universal-
ity and strong control ability to simulation process, these characteristics are accomplished by embed federate running flow
into commercial simulation models running process, the interface about simulation program and HLA becomes a part of sim-
ulation model. On this basis, different types of simulation algorithms can be coordinated.



Fig. 9. Universal running framework provided by Matlab.
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When making a Matlab model become collaborative simulation model based HLA, it is very simple that connecting output
ports of original model and HLA enabled template input ports, then connecting output ports of HLA enabled template and
original model input ports. HLA enabled template attaches itself close to simulation execution at period of model running,
and has strong control ability to harmonize different simulation algorithm among models.

When running a simulation task, HLA enabled template must have been embedded in every model that participate in sim-
ulation, and these collaborative simulation models make up of a simulation federation, federation execution is just the exe-
cution process about simulation task.

The running period can be divided into three stages: initialization stage, running stage and simulation terminate stage. At
the initialization stage; according to the description provided by model configuration file, HLA enabled template creates and
joins the simulation federation, publishes and registers the output object of model, subscribes the input object about model.
At the simulation running stage, on the one hand, RTI will call custom model class to treat the events about model federate.
On the other hand, at each step of Matlab simulation loop, solver process will calculate the output of each module about
model according to a certain sequence, update state variables on the basis of given simulation algorithm and advance the
simulation clock. Therefore whenever HLA enabled template is running, it can pack the data of itself input port (the output
variables about model) into the object instance and send to other federates in simulation federation, then read the reflected
object instance (the input variables about model) according to the object of custom model class. The variables values of
current simulation time instant will be calculated based on the input values of historical time instant, and it used as model



Fig. 10. The detailed packaging idea.
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output to update each input port of original model. This process will be terminated on the simulation end. At the simulation
terminate stage, HLA enabled template will resign and destroy the federation execution.

The implementation of HLA enabled template can be described as follows.
The basic time unit of simulation advance about Matlab model is a minorstep, one majorstep can be divided several minor-

steps. Solver requires model update itself state variable and outputs by callback functions, so does HLA Enabled Template, the
main callback functions include mdlInitializeSizes(�), mdlInitializeSampleTimes(�), mdlStart(�) at the, the mdlOutputs(�) at the
running stage, the mdlTerminate (�) at the terminate stage,

(1) Initialization stage:
mdlInitializeSizes(�): Setup sizes of the various vectors, the sizes information is used by Simulink to determine the HLA
enabled template block’s characteristics (number of inputs, outputs, states, etc.).
mdlInitializeSampleTimes(�): Specify that we inherit our sample time from the driving block. This function is used to
specify the sample time(s) for HLA enabled template. You must register the same number of sample times as specified
in ssSetNumSampleTimes.
mdlStart(SimStruct *S): This function is called once at start of model execution. Our simulation federation will be ini-
tialized in this place.
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� Initialized the object of federate, this class inherits federate ambassador class: NullFederateAmbassador.
� Call function rtiAmb->createFederationExecution(�): create federation according to configuration file, if the federa-

tion exists, indicating that other model has already created simulation federation.
� Call function rtiAmb->joinFederationExecution(�): joins the designated simulation federation.
� Call function rtiAmb->publishObjectClass(�): according to configuration file, publishes object class. These object clas-

ses are corresponding to output ports of original model. Initialized handles of object classes and enabled registra-
tion tag.

� Call function rtiAmb-> subscribeObjectClassAttributes (�): according to configuration file, subscribes object class.
These object classes are corresponding to input ports of original model. Initialized handles of object classes and
updated buffer queue.

� Waiting. Using callback function discoverObjectInstance(.), watching the object registration condition subscribed by
this federation, when all subscribed objects have joined simulation federation, indicating that other model has
already started up and the synchronization of simulation federation begin stage has been procurance. Federation
can carry on simulation loop stage.
(2) Simulation running stage:
In this stage, only one callback function, mdlOutput() is executed. It is the key part of HLA enabled template. At the

each minorstep, solver will update the output values of model.
The input values of HLA enabled template have already updated by driving block on each time mdlOutput(�) execution.
In this part, the key point is the collaborative simulation algorithm, an algorithm based on stage-data synchronization
is put forward in this paper, and its details will be discussed in next section.

(3) Simulation end stage:
When one simulation loop ends, solver call mdlTerminate() to resign, destroy the federation execution and other oper-
ation (such as release of allocated memory).
According to above description, an example is given, as shown in Fig. 11.
Before running a simulation task, HLA enabled template should be embed into all participators, these collaborative
simulation models construct a simulation federation.
3.4. Collaborative simulation algorithm based on stage-data synchronization

In order to guarantee the collaborative simulation result is correct, the collaborative simulation algorithm is the key, so an
algorithm based on stage-data synchronization is put forward and described as follows.
Fig. 11. An example adding HLA enabled template into original model.
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Most industrial products can be described with continuous system, and during the collaborative simulation, disciplinary
models are often, respectively simulated by heterogeneous simulators using different numerical solvers and different time
step sizes.

In a simulation running, one time step is a step from (tn, yn) to (tn + 1, yn + 1), the step size h = tn + 1 – tn. Between tn and
tn + 1, there are still several middle sample time points tn,s, which satisfy
tn;1 ¼ tn; tn;iþ1 � tn;i; tn;s ¼ tnþ1; i ¼ 1;2 . . . s� 1: ð1Þ
For a given solver, s is a constant and called stage.
Aiming at a set of methods for the solution of initial value problems:
y0 ¼ f ðu; t; yÞ; yðt0Þ ¼ y0 y 2 Rm; u 2 Rn; f : Rm�n ! R ð2Þ
on a time span [t0, tf], commercial simulation software, such as MATLAB, ADAMS, provide a suit of solvers[12], which include
Rung–Kutta45 solver, Adams solver, Stiff Rosenbrock solver and Stiff BDF solver, etc. The right choice of solvers and time step
size is the key of an accurate simulation.

Recently, several collaborative simulation systems using the High Level Architecture (HLA) have been developed. These
researches [13,14] are valuable in terms of implementing data interfaces between typical commercial simulators and the
running time infrastructure (RTI).

However, these studies may become better convinced if they make more attempts to assure the compatibility of data ex-
change among different numerical solvers which are used by various simulators. In these studies, variable values are ex-
changed among solver processes only at time step points. It means that all the successor models should be simulated
with the same step size. Further, consider one time step from tn to tn + 1. It also implies that input ports and output ports
of successor models are not updated at middle time points tn,s. As a result, these researches need to depress the step size
h so as to sustain the precision of simulation results.

On the other hand, previous studies use the time management service of HLA directly. In the High Level Architecture as
IEEE 1516, particular emphasis is placed on discrete event simulation [15]. Nevertheless, there are several different features
between discrete event simulation and continuous system simulation. The most important one is that when the next dis-
crete event happens is unpredictable and the next time step of continuous system simulation is decided by the solver.
According to these differences, a more suitable time management algorithm for distributed simulation of continuous system
is put forward and used in the HLA enabled template.

The HLA enabled template consists of two modules. One is Receive module and the other is Send module, as shown in
Fig. 12.

During a simulation running, the modules of HLA enabled template are called by the solver process, the collaborative sim-
ulation algorithm of the HLA enabled template is executed and HLA enabled template exchanges data with each other
through the ‘‘Reflect Service” and the ‘‘Update Service” which are provided by RTI.

Let us denote the input vector of the model by u and the output vector by y. The principle of collaborative simulation
algorithm is described as below:

(1) Initialize i = 1.
(2) The solver exports the estimate value of y(tn,i) to the input port of the Send module. (At the beginning, y(tn,1) = y(tn) has

been known.)
(3) The Solver A executes the Send module and y(tn,i) is sent to the federate, which is the Receive module of the successor

models. If the operation does not return, the solver process waits.
(4) The solver B executes the Receive module and the time advancing algorithm is running. Controlled by this algorithm,

the Receive module updates the input data of the federate, which is the Send module of the preceding model. And then
the estimate value of input u(tn,i) is obtained.
Fig. 12. Structure of HLA enabled template.
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(5) The solver B gets the output of the Send module u(tn,i), and then the solver B obtains the output y(tn,i + 1) through sim-
ulation loop.

(6) i = i + 1, if the iteration does not end (for mufti-step method, such as NDF solver [12]) or i 6 s (for single-step method,
such as Rung–Kutta45 solver), return to 2. Otherwise, the value of y(tn + 1) has been achieved.

According to the process description, the time advancing algorithm is running after y(tn,i) is exported by the Send module.
The direct objective of this algorithm is to obtain u(tn,i), so that the simulation can advance. Suppose model B is the preceding
model of model A, concerning model A, we denote:
tp
 the previous time of the solver of A, so tp = tn,i � 1
tc
 the current time of the solver of A, so tc = tn,i
Tr, (r = 1, 2, 3, . . . , L)
 a time sequence consists of the time point of every output produced by the Send module of B.
As a result, TL is the latest output time point of model B
T
 the next time point of output produced by the Send module of B

U[r]
 an array in which U[r] = u(Tr)
In addition, we assume that a solver process do not send a data package y(t) whose time stamp t is less than the current
simulation time of this solver process. The corresponding assumption is required for HLA too [16].
Fig. 13. Algorithm based on stage-data synchronization.
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Based on the analysis above, we put forward the following time advancing algorithm which is used in the HLA enabled
template, it is shown in Fig. 13.
4. TH_RTI-Web_Enabled RTI

4.1. TH_RTI architecture

TH_RTI is a HLA runtime infrastructure developed at Tsinghua University CIMS. It provides a set of services, such as object
management, time management, federation management, declaration management, data distribution management, owner-
ship management, and etc. Using these services helps simulation reuse and interoperability. They are based on the HLA spec-
ifications (IEEE Standard 1516).

RTI acts as a bottom layer supporting environment about federation platform, its architecture will directly relate to the
performance of simulation platform. There are mainly three architectures, centralized architecture (star type), distributed
architecture (network type), hierarchical architecture. these architectures show as Fig. 14.

(1) Centralized architecture

Characteristic of this architecture is of a full-function central node, all services are accomplished on this node. There
are no communication relationships among federates, message exchange and forward by using services provided by
central node. Its advantage is simplicity and easy to realize, but heavy burden of central node will be a bottleneck about
platform.
Fig. 14. Typical architecture of RTI.
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(2) Distributed architecture

Characteristic of this architecture is same as system ALSP, there is no central node, and a local RTI server exists in each
simulation node. Federate only requests for local RTI service process, and response by local RTI server. If local RTI process can
not response, and need external RTI process cooperate.

Distributed architecture resolves problem of bottleneck about platform, and it is helpful to extend the scale of system. But
this architecture is lack of global administration same as centralized architecture, for some of services completed by all local
RTI process coordinately, such as time management, the coordination algorithm is very complicated and low efficiency of
running.

(3) Hierarchical architecture

Hierarchical architecture wants to overcome the problems about centralized architecture and distributed architecture by
combined with them advantage. There is a central server and some global operations accomplished by it; Meanwhile, a
group of sub RTI server is set under central server, and each sub RTI server is responsible for a group of federation request.
Concerning with the global request, central server will coordinate each sub server to accomplish. For some local operation,
they are controlled by sub server dispersedly and reduced coupling degree. This architecture can decrease the delay of global
operation and improve running efficiency of simulation system. RTI1.3-NG of DMSO is adopted this architecture.

But hierarchical architecture still has a shortcoming of high burden lies in central server, because it undertakes some glo-
bal management work. So if the burden of central server can be decreased further more, and optimizing system design will
do the best.

In TH_RTI, we absorb advantages hierarchical architecture and distributed architecture, a hybrid structure mixed hierar-
chy and distribution is proposed, it shows as Fig. 15. In this architecture, TH_RTI Global server is the key point: management
adopts hierarchical method, and data transformation adopts distributed method. What is more important is that TH_RTI Glo-
bal server also can act as a message router when the simulation scale is quite large.

This hybrid structure can meet the requirement of system expansion, and reduce delay of global operation, such as in non
hierarchical architecture, the time costs of global operation is O(N), N is the number of federates in simulation federation. But
in our architecture, the time costs of global operation is O(1ogN), because all RTI server can work simultaneously.

4.2. Web_Enabled TH_RTI

TH_RTI is a web enabled RTI based on SOHLA, it is developed from traditional HLA runtime infrastructure, its structure
shows as Fig. 16.

TH_RTI adopts hierarchy structure model, it consists of RTI executive process (RtiExec), federate executive process (Fed-
Exec), center RTI component (CRC), local RTI component (LRC) and web service RTI component (WRC). The RtiExec manages
Fig. 15. TH_RTI architecture.
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multiple federation execution with different names within a network. The FedExec manages multiple federates within the
federation execution, and there is one FedExec instance per federation. CRC manages some global operation, such as time
management services. LRC is a library that provides HLA services to federates. WRC is a web service provider, such as con-
nection creation, session management, parameters configuration, and etc. Remote web federates communicate each other
via WRC, its interaction flow is shown as below:

(1) WRC initialization: start process in server and initialize WRC module, WRC listens in correlative port and waits for web
federates join federation.

(2) Web federate running: after a web federate joined federation, RTI server should create and maintain an http session for
it, following communication should be exchanged in it. When web federate exits, the http session will be destroyed by
server.

(3) Exchanged information: web federates communicate each other through local agent (SOHLA client) and WRC.

4.3. Implementation of TH_RTI

In HLA, RTI interacts with federates using RTI ambassador services and federate ambassador services (callbacks), which
are specified in interface specification. However, in SOHLA, TH_RTI interacts with federates indirectly via the proxy using
web services. Therefore, we must design web services for the two categories of HLA services. Meanwhile, due to the intro-
duction of web services, it’s necessary to introduce some auxiliary functions, which are also needed to be designed as web
services.

Web Service is a self-descriptive and self-inclusive application module, which can be published, located and invoked
through web [17]. It is a new platform to build interoperable distributed applications. Platform-independence of web ser-
vices can work out the problem of heterogeneous systems; XSD-based data description mode of web services can unify het-
erogeneous data types; web services use SOAP on HTTP/XML to implement safe and distributed communications; the UDDI
mechanism can realize dynamic registering and discovering of web services. SOAP is a XML-based protocol, used for ex-
change information among computers [17]. It is applicable to all kinds of message receiving and dispatching systems, and
can transport messages based on various protocols, such as HTTP, SMTP, BEEP, etc. SOAP messages are completely based
on XML, having the ability of platform and language independence. HTTP is the most popular protocol for SOAP transporta-
tion, because of its simpleness, stabilization, common use, and most firewalls allow HTTP to get across. Based on SOA, HLA
distributed simulation runtime infrastructure is extended combining with web services, and higher level of reusability and
interoperability is realized mainly in these three aspects:

(1) For the use of web-based message protocol, SOAP/HTTP, HLA-compliant federates can communicate with each other
through RTI over WAN or LAN, terminal applications can link to remote services and invoke remote methods easily,
and the affects on communication by firewalls are shielded.

(2) In the short run, federates can communicate with the RTI through web services. In the long run, federates can reside as
web services on WAN, permitting an end-user to compose a federation from a browser.

(3) We can use a series of criterions in Web Services protocol stack to manage simulation resources and enhance the reus-
ability of them.
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TH_RTI consists of two parts:

(1) To provide RTI messaging proxy service, and make HLA services exist on the WAN as the form of web services.
(2) To provide standard HLA services APIs as the form of new RTI library following to HLA interface specification, and real-

ize the criterions of interoperability and reusability that HLA demands. Fig. 17 shows the design framework of TH_RTI.

RTI messaging proxy service can be designed into three categories: web services designed for RTI ambassador services,
web services designed for federate ambassador services and auxiliary web services.

(1) Web services designed for RTI ambassador services: RTI ambassador services, provided by libRTI, are stable and don’t
change with the change of federates. These characteristics simplify the design work of this category of web services.
What we need to do is to use web services to encapsulate each RTI ambassador service and deploy these web services
at RTI side.

When calling an RTI ambassador service, users may call the corresponding web services directly. Of course, the invo-
cation of these web services can be wrapped again for facilitating their usage.

(2) Web services designed for federate ambassador services: compared with the previous work, it’s hard to design web ser-
vices for federate ambassador services. Because, it’s users not libRTI who provide federate ambassador services for
each federate running at different client sides. If we do the same job as we did in the previous design work, the
web services designed for federate ambassador services must be deployed at different client sides, which will make
it hard to design the proxy and to use TURTI. (For example, in this circumstance, each client side must install web ser-
vices container.) Therefore, we use another method. When a proxy receives a request for a callback, the proxy writes
the information about the callback, such as function name, the number and content of parameters, etc., to a sharable
file. In addition, we provide web services to parse the file. In client side, users may create a timer to call the web ser-
vices. When a callback is called by RTI, client side will get the information about the callback by using the web services
and then call the callback provided by users.

(3) Auxiliary web service: TH_RTI also supports some auxiliary operations. Starting RTI: before running a simulation, users
call the web service to start RTI. Determining whether RTI is running in RTI side: before starting RTI, users call the web
service to determine whether RTI is running in RTI side or not. Shutting down RTI: after all simulations are end, users
call the web service to shutdown RTI. Determining whether there are federation executions in RTI side: before shutting
down RTI, users call the web service to determine whether there are federation executions in RTI side or not.

In client side, first, SOHLA RTI Ambassador is designed. Though users can directly call web services in their simulation
code, it’s inconvenient for users to use TH_RTI. Therefore, we wrap the web services provided by RTI ambassador web
Fig. 17. Implementation of TH_RTI.
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services and Auxiliary web services and provide standard DMSO HLA interface to users. Hiding invocations of web services,
the class makes programming much easier. The standard APIs also enable users to be more consistent with their program-
ming habits and simplify the conversion from HLA-based simulation to SOHLA-based simulation. Due to the characteristics
of platform-independent and programming language-independent of web services, different programming languages can be
used to wrap these web services under different platforms to extend its application area.

Second, there is a BaseFedAmbassador class which implements NullFederateAmbassador. Users may override the call-
backs according to their needs.
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Fig. 18. Three collaborative environments.

Fig. 19. Software resource sharing environment.
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5. Application examples

Based on the collaborative platform, some typical applications for complex product design have been developed. Three
collaborative environments are given in Fig. 18.

(1) Software resource sharing environment

Software resource sharing is adopted B/S pattern. All kinds of software about CAD, CAE, and etc. reside in application pro-
gram server, users access the federation portal and join the RMF, then they would find a software list and can use these re-
mote software. The principle of software resource sharing is illustrated in Fig. 19.

(2) Collaborative design environment

The structure of complex product collaborative design base on extened HLA integration architecture is illustrated in
Fig. 20. The member of collaborative design group is a federate and communicates each other via RTI. Information conver-
tion, task planning and task breakdown are controlled by RTI.
Fig. 20. Collaborative design environment.

Fig. 21. Collaborative simulation of MU.
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Collaborative design federation is created by expert for master and other members of group can not join federation unless
permitted by master expert. The resources used in design can be obtained from RMF, master expert join RMF and apply for
these resources.

(3) Collaborative simulation environment

Using this collaborative simulation environment, a case study of multiple unit is given. Multiple unit (MU) is a type of
railway vehicle groups, a new China High-speed Railway of 16 Unit will be constructed in China. It is a cooperation research
and development, on the one hand the development of MU has the character of multidiscipline techniques in the various
engineering domains; on the other hand there are two companies and three Universities in development team. In order
to consider design problem globally at the early design stage, it is necessary to implement the collaboration simulation
which can be run on the Internet.

The design of MU multidisciplinary dynamics system depends on three domain models principally, control model,
mechanical model and the hydraulic servo model. The multidisciplinary modeling and simulation of MU development is
realized in this environment. The 3 domain modeling systems were implemented by ADAMS (mechanical system), MATLAB
Fig. 22. Resources discovery.

Fig. 23. FOM mapping.
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(control system) and Hopsan (hydraulic servo system). The interaction among various domain models based on SOHLA col-
laborative environment is shown in Fig. 21.

As above mentioned in the second section, there are mainly four steps for MU collaborative simulation. First step is re-
sources discover, it lets multi-users that located in different places can make use of Internet to find the models needed
though our federation portal as shown Fig. 22; second step is model assembly, that is to say how to use all kind of models
to assemble a whole high speed train. User can do it rapidly with mouse in web browser, an easy-used graphical interface is
given as shown in Fig. 23 and it makes FOM mapping very easily. In this step, a BOM template, named matlab federate BOM
component is used to build simulation federate automatically, the process of building is shown as Fig. 24 and its principle is
mentioned in Section 3.3; Third step is simulation task creation, that is a XML format FED file would be deployed in every
simulation node, under normal circumstances, our web enabled RTI provides sufficient simulation efficiency on the Internet,
Fig. 24. Matlab federate BOM component.

Fig. 25. Simulation federation physical structure.
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if the speed of Internet is too slow, the simulation task can be deployed in a local area network using distributed model copy.
The MU simulation federation physical structure is shown as Fig. 25; the last step is MU simulation federation running, a
viewer is given to monitor the simulation process.

6. Conclusions

The design and development of a complex product usually includes multidisciplinary knowledge. It is an effective means
to adopt multidisciplinary collaboration simulation, which combines the different disciplinary models and simulation tools
together, so that we can analyze and evaluate complex products systemically, and get more reliable results. In this paper, a
platform for multidisciplinary collaborative product design system is proposed and key issues are discussed. Some typical
application demonstrations of multidisciplinary M&S are introduced. Our future work is concerned with the implementation
collaborative simulation algorithm.
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